
Equity Markets Continue to Demonstrate Strength  

As we move into the summer months when stock markets can experience some lazy days, we continue 
to see equity stock markets move ahead in a number of areas. Our main indicator, the New York Bullish 
Percent (BPNYSE), recently went on a new buy signal or a higher high at the 56% level as more stocks 
that trade on the New York stock exchange went on a buy-signal as defined by the Point & Figure 
methodology.  

 

The technology ETF – XLK – that I identified in April continues to show its leadership with an all-time 
high at $72.00. Meanwhile the S&P 500 is still trying to make it back to its January high as it just reached 
the 2775 level again.  

 



Finally, the Toronto stock market, the TSX, has returned to where it started the year and is looking to 
break out to new all-time highs also.  

 

So stock market declines are always part of the picture but you certainly prefer to see pullbacks occur 
in markets that demonstrate strong leadership rather than otherwise. The US has a mid-term election 
in November that always gathers some attention. In the meantime, we will continue to see if the 
strength of this market will continue or not.  

Please call or email with any questions  

Point & Figure Charts and stock market data provided by Nasdaq Dorsey Wright  
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